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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE  FOR AERONAUTICS 
ADVANCE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT 
PATHS OF TARGET-SEEKING MISSILES IN TTO DIMENSIONS 
By Charles E.   V.atkins 
\ 
SUMMARY 
k 
A rather detailed discussion Is given of some of 
the parameters that enter Into the equation of the path 
of a missile which is made to pursue a moving target. 
The missile was assumed to be guided by a target seeker 
that might be employed in any one of several ways.  Four 
particular methods of employing a target seeker were 
assumed for discussion.  These methods and the designa- 
tions of the resulting motion are: 
(1) If the target seeker is installed in the missile 
so that the axis of the field of view of the target 
seeker is always parallel to the longitudinal axis of 
the missile, the resulting motion Is called normal pur- 
suit navigation. 
(2) If the target seeker is installed in the 
missile so that the axis of the field of view of the 
target seeker makes a constant angle with the longi- 
tudinal axis of the missile, the resulting motion is 
called constant navigation. 
(3) If the target seeker is installed in the 
missile In such a way that the axis of its field of 
view turns through an angle that is a definite propor- 
tion of the angle turned through by the axis of the 
missile, the resulting motion Is called proportional 
navigation. 
(k)  If the target seeker is installed on or near 
the launching station and made to direct a beam of 
radio signals at the target so that the missile can be 
made to fly in this beam of signals to the target, the 
resulting motion is called line-of-sight navigation. 
For each method considered for use of a target 
seeker, the differential equations of highly simplified 
two-dimensional oursuit paths are presented.  In the 
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oases of normal pursuit and constant navigation, analyti- 
cal solutions of the differential equations of the 
simplified pursuit paths were obtained and evaluated 
for some illustrative examoles.  It is shown that, for 
these cases, nursuit paths with finite curvature are 
obtained only if the ratio of the velocity of the missile 
to that of the target is less than 2.  Differential- 
analyzer solutions of the equations for oroportional 
navigation ^re presented for different rates of naviga- 
tion and for different initial conditions.  The pursuit 
paths resulting from proportional navigation generally 
improve as the rate of navigation is increased and/or 
as the ratio of the velocity of the missile to that of 
the target is increased.  Proportional navigation is 
concluded to be by far the best of the methods con- 
sidered for using a target seeker installed in a missile. 
The equation of line-of-sight paths was reduced to 
functions of elliptic integrals and to a simpler form 
for numerical evaluation.  They were evaluated for some 
particular conditions.  The curvetare of line-of-sight 
paths is generally finite.  In all cases the effect on 
the nature of the pursuit oaths of the important factors 
of relative speeds of the missile and target and the 
relative locations and directions of flight of the 
missile and target at the beginning of the pursuit are 
brought out. 
.  I 
The effects of increased angle of attack and side- 
slip due to turning were not taken into account in the 
analysis but these effects are briefly discussed.  The 
worV is intended only as a guide to be used in deter- 
mining the manner in which a target seeker can be used 
to best advantage for a given problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is proposed that a missile of the type that 
flies as an ordinary airplane can be made to pursue and 
intercept a moving target by equipping the missile yith- 
an automatic oilot which would be actufited by signals 
from a target seeker.  A target seeker is a device that 
can detect the oresence of certain objects or targets 
within its field of view by one of several methods such 
as by heat, light, or sound emitted from the target or 
by recently developed radio equipment. 
:, V. 
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The field of view of the target seeker can be con- 
sidered as a cone with its vertex in the seeker.  As a 
target moves in this cone,the target seeker can be 
arranged to give signals that are related to the dis- 
placement of the target from the axis of the cone and 
the distance of the target from the target seeker. 
These signals can thus be used to direct the automatic 
oilot to guide the missile toward the target. 
It Is further proposed that, for the purpose of 
guiding a missile to a target, the target seeker may be 
installed either in the missile or on or near the device 
used for launching the missile. If installed in the 
missile, the target seeker may be arrtnged either to 
have some specified fixed position or to turn in some 
prescribed manner and, in either case, to transmit 
signals directly to the automatic pilot.  If installed 
on or near the launching device, the target seeker could 
be arranged to turn in all directions so that the target 
can be kept automatically in the center of its field of 
view and thus directly contacted by a beam of radio 
signals.  By means of radio equipment the missile can 
then be made to fly in this radio beam and thereby to 
remain between the target seeker and target until it 
reaches the target.  The missile may be launched from 
an airolane.a 3hip, or a stationary ground station. 
If the assumption is made that a missile, equipped 
in some manner as previously proposed, will pursue a 
moving target and that the target-seeking equipment does 
not render it dynamically unstable, the nature of the 
theoretical flight path (which will hereinafter be 
called pursuit path) and thus the maneuvers (direction 
and. rate of turning) required of it to follow the path 
depend on the oath of the target, the relative speeds 
of the target and missile, the relative directions of 
flight and locations of the target and missile at the 
beginning of the pursuit, and finally, to a great extent, 
on the manner in which the target seeker Is employed. 
If a comparison of pursuit paths that might be 
obtained under different conditions is desired, some 
qualitative bases must be established by which the 
paths can be compared.  Inasmuch as the adverse aero- 
dynamic effects encountered in turning an aircraft 
increase with the rate of turning, the principal basis 
for comparison should be the rate of turning required 
of the missile to follow the oath.  The path that 
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requires a minimum rate of turning therefore can gener- 
ally be considered the beat path.  Other factors to be 
considered are the point along the path at which the 
maximum rate of turning is required, the accuracy with 
which certain required parameters leading to a particular 
type of path can be determined within the time that may 
be allotted, and the direction from which the missile 
approaches the target at the end of the oursuit. 
For any particular method of employing a target 
seeker^ the problem of determining the actual flight path 
is in general an exceedingly difficult task that involves 
an enormous amount of commutation.  Nevertheless, by 
choosing different methods of employing a target seeker, 
neglecting aerodynamic effects, and waking so"ie highly 
simplifying assumptions, theoretical paths can be 
obtained that indicate the effects that so»re of the 
different factors determining the flight path have on 
the nature of the path.  Knowledge gained from the study 
of simplified cases serves as a guide in arriving at a 
satisfp.otory method of employing a target 3eeker f-nd 
suitable values of any arbitrary parameters that Tight 
affect the nature of the flight paths for the more 
general and difficult cases. 
The Durpose of the present paper is to investigate 
some possible methods of uslnr- a target 3eeker and to 
derive corresoonding oursuit paths.  A comparison is made 
of pursuit paths obtained under similar conditions for 
different methods of using a target seeker.  Th? effect- 
on the nature of the paths of the important factors of 
relative speeds of the missile and target and the relative 
locations and directions of flight of the missile and 
target at the beginning of the pur-suit are discussed in 
detail. 
SYMBOLS 
The symbols used in this discussion are defined as 
follows; 
x,  y        Cartesian coordinates denoting position of 
missile  at  any given time 
Xm»  y.T    coordinates of target  at  any given time referred 
to coordinate   syste \ of iiiissile 
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£ 
ft 
£ 
a 
TS 
t 
V 
vT 
N 
R 
Y 
n 
ß 
K 
A = 
distance  from vertical axis to target path 
axis of field  of view of target  seeker 
time 
velocity of missile 
velocity of target 
ratio of velocity of missile to velocity of 
target  (V/VT) 
distance from missile to target at any given time 
angle (positive in counterclockwise direction) 
between direction of flight and reference line 
joining initial oosition of missile and target 
angle (positive in counterclockwise direction) 
between axis of field nf  view of target seeker 
and reference line joining, initial position of 
missile and target 
angle (positive in counterclockwise direction) 
between X-axis and reference line joining 
initial position of missile and target 
{p    is always in the range  -£ < Q < — j 
constant angle (positive in counterclockwise 
direction) that longitudinal axis of missile 
makes with axis of target-seeker field of 
view; applies only to constant navigation 
ratio of angle turned through by missile to 
angle turned through by target seeker ( f/t). 
Measured relative to reference axis; applies 
only to proportional navigation 
angle of sideslip 
rate of curvature 
<&) 
N cos a 
\/l - l^sin^ 
(applies only to constant navigation) 
\ 
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aro sin (N sin o)  (applies only to constant 
navigation) 
r
      dx 
Subscripts: 
0 Initial values 
max      maximum ';••&"% • ••• 
SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS 
Besides neglecting aerodynamic effects the following 
simplifying assumptions are made; 
(1) The target moves in a straight line. 
(2) The missile and target move at constant speeds 
and remain in the same geometrical plane. 
(3) The target seeker, automatic pilot and rsissile 
respond immediately to correct any deviation of the 
target from the axis of the field of viev; of the target 
seeker. 
(ij.) The missile alvays moves In the direction of 
its longitudinal axis. 
Although the aerodynamic effects are totally neg- 
lected in deriving the equations of the pursuit paths 
discussed herein, the final section of the report pre- 
sents a brief discussion of the effect that change in 
angle of attack and sideslip due to turning might have 
on the oaths. V« 
ftSTPODS   ASSUJ/TED FOR USING A TARGET SEEKER 
The different methods  assured for using a target 
seeker and the corresponding terms used to designate 
the method  and the resulting pursuit curve are explained 
in the paragraphs that  follow. 
\ 
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Wormal-pursult navigation«- If the target  seeker Is 
assumed to be fixed in the missile  so  that the axis of 
the field of view of the target  seeker is parallel to 
the longitudinal  axis  of the missile,   the missile  would 
presumably always  go  directly toward the target.     The 
motion is  called normal-pursuit navigation and  the pur- 
suit path resulting from such motion is called a normal- 
pursuit  oath.     Figure  1(a)   shows  the geometrical setup 
used  to determine  the  equations of such a path.     The 
longitudinal axis of the missile,  the direction of its 
motion and the  axis of the  target-seeker field of view 
are  all made  to  coincide.     The  differential equations 
of the normal-pursuit path can be integrated by simple 
methods   and reduced  to  simple  formulas  for computation. 
Constant 
assumed to be 
field of view 
tudinal axis o 
missile always 
of the missile 
ure 1(b) shows 
the equations 
stant navigati 
and its direct 
The differenti 
from constant 
methods out th 
in computation 
navigation.- If the target seeker is 
fixed in the missile with the axis of its 
at a given angle relative to the longi- 
f the missile in such a way that the 
leads the target, the resulting motion 
is called constant navigation.  Fig- 
t.he geometrical setup used to determine 
of the oursuit path resulting from con- 
on.  The longitudinal axis of the missile 
ion of flight are assumed to coincide, 
al equations of the oursuit path resulting 
navigation can be integrated by simple 
e resulting formulas are tedious to handle 
al work. 
Proportional navigation.- If the target seeker is 
installed in the missile in such a way that the axis of 
its field of viev; turns through an angle that is a 
definite proportion of the angle turned through by the 
longitudinal axis of the missile, the resulting motion 
of the missile is called proportional navigation.  Fig- 
ure 1(d) shows the geometrical setup ased to determine 
the equations of the nursuit path resulting from pro- 
portional navigation.  The longitudinal axis of the 
missile and the direction of its motion are assumed to 
coincide.  The differential equations of the pursuit 
path resulting from proportional navigation cannot be 
integrated in closed form; however, they are easy to 
evaluate by numerical methods.  Solutions were obtained 
for this report of a number of special cases on the 
differential analyzer of the General Electric Company. 
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Line-of-sight navigation." If the  target  seeker Is 
Installed on or near the apparatus  used  for launchin3 
the missile and is made  to direct a beam of radio signals 
to the  target  for the missile   to fly in,   the resulting 
motion Is  called  line-of-si^ht navigation,   and  the 
resulting pursuit curve is  called  line-of-sight path. 
Figure  1(e)   shows  the  (reometrical  setup  for this  case. 
Although the differential equation of the line-of-sight 
path cannot be  integrated,  it can be reduced to  form 
suitable for nr^orica]   rvaluuti^n or it  can be 
reduced to parametric  functions  of elliptic integrals of 
the first and second kinds. 
DISCUSSION 
The differential equations of oursult paths  resulting 
from the different  tynes of navigation defined will be 
solved,  when possible.     The  derivation of the differential 
equations of normal pursuit  paths mill  be  taken up  in 
detail  and,   since  the equations  for  constant  and propor- 
tional navigation can be derived in an analagous manner, 
it will suffice when those  cases  are reached  simply to 
write the  appropriate  equation. 
Normal-Pursuit Navigation 
Equations  of normol-pursiil t path.-  In figure 1(a) 
the  Cartesian coordinate  axes  are  chosen so  that  the 
origin represents   the  Initial position of the missile 
and     (x,   y)     its  position  at  any time   .t.     The x-axis 
is  chosen peroendicular to   the path  line  of the  target 
so  that the  equation of  the  oath of  the  target 
becomes    x = a.     The  target  is  assumed  to move  In a 
positive direction along  this  line  from its  initial 
position    (a,   yTo)     to     (a,   yT). 
With the geometry of the problem thus  established 
the  required  equation can be obtained.     By equating 
equal expressions  of  time,  the equation 
V(dyT) l/(dx)2 +  (dy)2 
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or 
V^AxJ   •    dx- 
:;.^\^Sr']*->\." •'' ••••• ;w?(s; (i) 
Is obtained.     Since the. jsa-rge'it. is. always In the tangent 
to  the patlrof the'mis si. l'e-a'-second relation 
FT. - y"= dx. - x) (2) 
is obtained. 
1 
••   -Equations  (l").&nd (2)  6an.be'combined and integrated 
in Cartesian form -but iV.will^e ^convenient for other 
considerations ,to make the'. fJaiLl£#i*ig.-substitutions: 
•   •"      ' .     ". \-'y^W'iH'' 
a - x = R. cos'%^4- b) 
yT - y - R sin je + n)      j> (3) 
''•'•^|ife^^^f#^srtitutiöns  the. equations of the oath become 
(k) 
W^mm^'    §? = VT-alri:(€-i. + .p)   - V 
fa« 
,«*i .i;y ••• •-•     :• V  •• • 
' w&fj.»;.-'•; '.'.v..-'.• 
a^V'/'r,'*: '•"''••••:; 
"•;*«-;•:•'.•,•.'•'•''•.•'   i-'- 
• • .•' •• ,'."AVT:'-:-..Sv 
.•.-.-•'•... •<;;!• :^,vV.i   
•-•'• :•*:•**'?Hi-**.? . 
'- •^'• •.»r.WtiAÄv* 
•::w"''".. 
ii^&t*?1 
•• '• • 'äMiSJ.'}* : -••.••tÄ3®if,*'.'' 
V. 
v--.V»v-r->> .$• :"i ' 
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Y • Ctan (e + 0) - N aeo (c + 0)3 de    (5) 
Integrating equation (5) and evaluating the oonstant 
of integration at    t = 0    gives 
S«RQ OOS 
p/n-ain o\     t 
\i - sin aj sec  (c + 0) 
fl - sin (c + 0)1 
[l + sin (c + Q)J 
N/2 
(6) 
In equation (6),   as  the value  of    P    ranges from    RQ 
to  zero  the value  of    £     ranges from  2ero to    (90-0). 
Therefore,   regardless of the  values  that    FQ,     fi,     and    N 
tnijtfit have,   the pursuit path will  always  end tangent to 
the  path of• the  target.     Tf  the rrissile  is  assumed to be 
capable  of the  turning  that might  be  required  to  follow 
the path it will  alvays catch the  target by going directly 
in beh.rnd it.     Inasmuch as counterreeasures  could be 
easily devised  to destroy a iiissils in such a tail-chase 
position,  this  aooroech is  considered a great  disadvantage 
of normal pursuit navigation. 
The time    t    corresponding to  the value of    R    in 
equation (6)   for a given value of    c    is obtained from 
•»r COS    (€    + 0) de 
= T     /PofN+sinO) -RßJ+sin (e+00- (7) 
The Cartesian coordinates     (x,  y)     of the two- 
dimensional normal-pursuit oath for any given values of 
of    N,     RQ,     and    fl    can now be obtained from equa- 
tions  (3),  (6), and (7). 
% 
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Rate of curvature.- The rate of curvature of the 
normal-pursuit path or the rate of turning required by 
a missile to follow the path is given by 
*   dt 
„de .        . . • :,,^.tJ:'^^^-,^-,:,:: 
~dt 
Vm 
= -=- cos (e  + 0) 
RQN cos n A + Bino \
N/2 
\i - sin ny 
cos2(c +nj 1 + din (e + Q) 
1- sin (e + fi) (8) 
Prom equation (S),   for given values of    N    and    Q, 
finite rates of curvature  for particular values of    «     are 
seen to  be inversely proportional to    P«.     Thus  from the 
consideration of curvature  a normal-pursuit path gener- 
ally improves  as  the  value of    RQ    is increased.     The 
function of    N    and   Q    aopearing in the first bracket 
of equation (8)   can be written as 
N cos Q A + sin ny 
\1 -  sin Cl) 
(cos 0) N-I 
N(l +sin 0) N 
<9> 
For any particular value of    N > 1    the value of 
equation (9)  increases  as    ß   decreases from    — 
tov/ard    -£;     therefore,  better normal-pursuit paths are 
obtained for larger values of   ft. 
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The effect of    N    on the rate of curvature of a 
normal pursuit  path can be seen by considering the last 
two  factors  of equation (8).     These factors  can be written 
as 
oos2(c +ß) [1+ sin (c + Q)"| 
1 - sin (c + Q)J 
N/2 
-   [l + sin (e +   Q)] 
N+2 
2 
[l-sln (c  + n)] 
N-2 
2 
(10) 
I 
If the value of    N    Is  In the  range     1 <   N ^ 2     the 
exponent of the  denominator of equation (10)   is negative 
or zero  and  the value of equation (10)   is finite for all 
values of    e.     For    1 < N < 2    the  curvature   i.3   zero  at 
the end of the pursuit.     If    N > 2    the  exponent of the 
denominator of  equation  (10)   is  positive  and  the curva- 
ture becomes  infinite  as     e ->(90 - fl).     If,   therefore, 
normal-pursuit paths  that have  a finite  rate  of curva- 
ture  at  all points  are  to be  obtained,  the  ratio  of the 
velocity of the missi le  to  that of   the  target must not 
be greater thun 2. 
The fact that 
Infinite does not 
of N. As N inc 
path at which a gi 
moves toward the p 
can thus be deterT 
curvature to occur 
that, for all nrac 
as having; hit the 
chase. Such value 
for targets as fas 
exceedingly high-s 
the curvature 
necessarily ex 
reases beyond 
ven finite r&t 
ath of the tai 
ined  thst  will 
when the miss 
tieal purposes 
target without 
s of N are c 
t as modern ai 
need missiles. 
of  the path becomes 
elude the higher values 
2     the point  along the 
e of curvature is  reached 
get.     A value  of     N > 2 
cause  the  given rate of 
lie  is  so near the  target 
,  it can be  considered 
having gone   into  a tail 
omjjaratively large  and 
r:-lanes  would require 
For example,   a rrissile  that  could  pull  l^g normal 
acceleration in  a  steady turn would have  to  travel  at 
the rate of  12,000 feet  oer second  to come within 200 feet 
of a target  that moved 500 feet per second along  a straight 
course with the initial conditions    Rn =  50,000  feet, 
0 = o. V 
V 
i 
3 I 
I. 
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A series of curves obtained from equation (13) for 
values of N in the range 1 < N < 2 and for values 
of n at Intervals of 15° from -I4.50 to U50 are shown 
in figure 2. By interpolation the curves can be used 
to estimate the distance from the target at which the 
maximum curvature occurs for any value of RQ for the 
ranges of values covered by fi and N. 
The value of the maximum rate of curvature for 
1 < N < 2 is obtained by substituting equation (12) 
Into equation (8) 
ax 
«0 cos °(£ sin n\ sinß/ 
N/2 
(k - NA/2 * N 
pST/Vg - N 5 
N/2 
(1U) 
If both members of equation (lM  are multiplied 
by    RQ/V»     this equation becomes of s nondimensional 
nature that  can be evaluated and plotted for different 
values  of   Ci    and    N. 
A plot of this kind can be used,  by interpolation, 
to estimate  the maximum rate of curvature  for any values 
of    PQ    and    v    for the ranges  of values  covered by    Q 
and     N.     In figure 3  the  values  obtained from equation (II4.) 
multiolied by    P^A    f°r values of    fi    at  15° intervals 
from -k-50 to U50  and values  of    N    in the range   1< N^2 
have been converted to degrees  and plotted against    N. 
The dashed curve  shown in figure 3 indicates   the value 
of    K    that g^ves  a minimum value of maximum rate  of 
curvature  for a ?iven value of    fi.     It is plotted from 
points obtained by differentiating equation (lU)  with 
respect to    N,     equating to  zero,   simplifying and solving 
the resulting equation for    I\T    when particular values are 
assigned to    0.     The derivation of the equation follows: 
> 
V 
d
*m ax Km ax 
dN log 
/2 + N\/l -  sin CA 
\2  -  N/\l + sin £y 
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or 
log \/z + NWI - sin n\ [y - N/\l + sin 0/ -| = 0 (15) 
1 
Illustrations.- In order to illustrate further the 
effect of the value of N and fl on the nature of 
normal-pursuit paths, figure k  is presented, which shows 
a number of such paths and the corresponding rates of 
curvature for different values of these parameters. The 
pursuit paths are plotted so that they can be made to 
apply to all values of RQ.  The curves of the rate of 
curvature, which has been converted to degrees, require 
the knowledge of RQ and V for evaluation. 
Constant Navigation 
Equation of path resulting from constant navigation. 
when the target seeker is fixed so that the axis of its 
field of view makes a constant angle o relative to the 
longitudinal axis of the missile the differential equa- 
tions corresoonding to equations (10 and (5) for normal- 
pursuit paths are 
d^" = R [VT COS *c + °* " V Sin °3 
dt 
77 = Vm sin (c + fl) - V cos a 
>    (16) 
or 
v. 
dR  VT sln (*   + 0) - V cos c 
"R" " VT cos (c + 0) - v sin a 
dc 
sin (e + fl) - N cos a ., — "        a« 
cos (« + fl) - N sin o 
(17) 
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If VT Is made zero, equation (17) leads to the 
commonly known logarithmic spiral.  For other values 
of VT and for positive values of a    such that 
o < arc sin 1/N, equation (17) can be Integrated to 
give 
R • Ci [cos [t • 0)  • am fl 
A-l 
Cl - sin E cos (€   + 0) + cos E sin (c + CJ] A 
(18) 
where 
sin E = N sin o 
cos E = ^1 - N2sin2o 
A « N cos 
\/l - l^sin2 o 
and 
°l" 
RQ(1 * sin E cos Ci + cos E sin Cl)' 
(cos 0 -  sin E) A-l 
I C
IMP 
I 
In equation (18), as the value of R ranges from R< 
to zero, the value of c ranges from zero to (5-E-fl). 
The angle at which the pursuit path and target path meet 
is therefore (^ - a), which is not zero for a f 0 
and N j?  1.  Tall chases are thus avoided, but near tail 
chases will occur if o is small. 
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The time    t    corresponding to    R   in equation (18) 
for a given value of    e    is obtained from 
•Jf V• cos (c   • Q)  - V sin a d« 
NP 
VA(A2 - 1)  COS'E 
•fsin E Coos   (€   + 0)  - sin E] 
- A cos E Cain   (t + 0)  + A cos E]|+ C2 (19) 
where 
c2 = 
NRQ 
VA(A2 - 1)   COS3E 
Gain E (oos 0 - sin E) 
- A cos E (sin 0 + A cos E)3 
Equations (18) and (19) and the substitutions given in 
equation (j) make it possible to compute the Cartesian 
coordinates of the path for given values of    N,    RQ,   n, 
and   o. 
Rate of curvature.- The rate of curvature at any 
point along the path is given by 
dt  dt  NR 
„ j D- " 3ln E cos *£ *® + cos E aln *c * °^A| 
1   I [cos  (e + fl) -sin E]A"2 -J 
where    Ci     has  the same value as in equation (l8). 
NC 
(21) 
V 
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Prom the expression given for o1#  finite values of 
the rate of curvature for particular values of  e appear 
to be inversely proportional to the initial distance RQ 
for given values of N,  ft,  and a.  It will be shown 
that two cases arise where this statement is not true. 
From the exponent of the denominator of equation (21) 
if 1 < A < 2,  the curvature is seen to be zero when R 
is zero (that is, when cos (e + fi) = sin E). 
The effect of ft,  o,  and N on the nature of 
pursuit paths obtained by constant navigation are so 
interrelated that it is difficult to isolate the effect 
of any one of these parameters.  In view of this diffi- 
culty the important effects of certain combinations of 
all or part of these three parameters will be discussed. 
In the factor 
(cos ft - sin E) A-l 
RQ(1 -  sin E cos ft + cos E sin ft)' 
(22) 
of equation (21),  if    ft,     a,     ar.d    N    are so related 
that    cos ft = sin E,     that is,  if    ft ~ ±(90 - E) jf 0, 
the value of equation (22)   and hence the curvature is 
zero for all values of    P.     The pursuit path is  therefore 
a  straight line  as  shown in figure 1(c),   cases 1(a) 
and 1(b).     These  two particular cases  constitute   the 
exception to the  effect of    RQ    mentioned previously. 
Although straight line  .-aths  ore  ideal  from the 
consideration of curvature,   they would likely be 
unobtainable in actual practice by constant navigation. 
The  value of  the parameters under discussion would have 
to be known exactly.     A small error in the evaluation 
of the parameters  for such a path might  lead to a path 
with very high curvature. 
If the value of     ft   in equation (22)   is in the 
range    -(90 - E) <  ft < (90 - E)     pursuit paths of the 
type  shown as cases  11(a)   and 11(b)  in figure 1(c)   are 
obtained.     If    ft    is greater than    (90 - E)     or less 
than    -(90  - E),  pursuit paths  of the tyoe  shown as 
A. 
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I 
cases III(a) and 111(b) are obtained.  The sign of the 
curvature in cases 111(a) and Ill(b) is noted to be 
opposite to that of cases 11(a) and 11(b). 
Combinations of the parameters fl, a, and N 
that lead to infinite rates of curvature «ill be shown 
when the expression for the maximum rate of curvature is 
derived. 
The value of e for which the maximum rate of 
curvature occurs is obtained by differentiating equa- 
tion (21) with respect to  e and equating the results 
to zero» which gives 
dK 
de 
V 
NCX 
[1 - sin E cos (e + fl) + cos E sin (c + 0)3 
.      .   «,    .  _-.A-l [cos (e + 0) - sin E] 
x [A cos E - 2 sin (e + 0)3 =0 
or 
sin (e + 0) = A cos E  N cos 0 (23) 
for 
o< N oos g 1 i 
The value of (e + 0)  in terms of N and o in 
equation (23) substituted into equation (18) gives 
R = 2Cn 
(s/hT^ cos a - 2 sin E i A-l 
[2. -  sin E \{h - N^cos o + N cos a) 
(2k) 
I* 
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as the distance from the target at which the maximum 
rate of curvature occurs. Equation (2lj.) divided by RQ 
is shown plotted as a function of 0 for particular 
values of N and o in figure 5« 
0 < 
The value of the maximum rate of curvature for 
W
 
c
°
a
 
a
 < 1 is obtained by substituting the value 
of (« + fj) in terms of A and E found in equation (23) 
into equation (21), which gives 
*»»* " 5NC7 
(z - sin E >/k - A2cos2E + A cos2Ej 
(\Jk - A cos2E - sin EJ 
By use of the relations 
A-2 
(25) 
008   E 
and 
, .    IEZZ sin E = \ —i  
V A2 - 1 
the bracketed term in equation (25) can be expressed as 
a function of    A    and    N   and the expression becomes 
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Limit 
[| - b • a] 
V    [1 -  sin E cos  (c   + fl)   + cos E sin (c   + fl)1 
NC, 
&jos (e + ß) - sin E] A-2 
(28) 
In the range of values of A > 2 the point along the 
oursuit path at which a given rate of curvature occurs 
moves toward the path of the target as A increases; 
therefore, A can l:e irade large enough to bring the 
missile so near the target before any appreciable turning 
is required that it can be considered to have hit the 
target. 
The value in degrees per unit of time of the maximum 
rate of curvature multiplied by Y\Q    and divided by V 
for particular values of N and o  is plotted in fig- 
ure 8 as a function of fi  for values in the range 
-(90 - E) < fl < (90 - E).  In figure S for values of N 
near 1.2 small maximum rates of curvature corresponding 
to a wide range of values of Cl    and a occur; as N 
increases, the range of values of Cl    and a that give 
finite rates of curvature decrease.  For values of Ci 
outside of the range -(90 - E) < ii < (90 - E),  the 
rate of curvature always increases as  R decreases. 
Illustrations.- Figures 9 and 10 show some illus- 
trative pursuit oaths and the corresponding rates of 
curvature obtained from constant navigation for various 
values of N, ß,  and a.     The curves are plotted in 
the same nondlmensional form as those of normal oursuit. 
Proportional Navigation 
Unfortunately, the differential equations of the 
paths resulting from proportional navigation can be 
Integrated in closed form for only special cases.  The 
general treatment given the equations for normal pursuit 
and constant navigation cannot be given.  The case for 
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a 2:1 rate of navigation can be integrated to yield R, 
xt and K but not t and y.  This case is therefore 
discussed and conclusions for low rates of navigation 
can be drawn from the results.  Solutions for other rates 
of navigation obtained by the differential analyzer will 
be presented and discussed. 
Although It has been assumed for this discussion 
that target-seeking aircraft are not rendered dynamically 
unstable by the target seeker, this aspumntion may be 
unjustifiable, especially for high rates of proportional 
navigation. 
Equation of path resulting from 2;1 proportional 
navigation.- The differential equations of the path 
resulting from an n:l rate of proportional navigation 
are 
ä£ - Ik cos (e + Q) _ v 8ln (n m  i)€l J 
!>   (29) 
35 = j"vT sin (e +0) - V cos (n - l)el 
or 
dR _ sin (e + fl) - N coa (n * l)c 
R
   cos (c + ß) - N sin (n - 1) e 
de (30) 
Equation (30) can be easily handled by numerical 
methods for any value of n.  The range of e is from 
zero to the solution of 
cos (6 + 0) - N sin (n - l)c = 0 (3D 
The angle at which the pursuit path and target path 
meet is 
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| - (ne + fl) (32) 
Tall ohases are therefore not encountered. 
When n = 2 equation (30) becomes 
R 
sin (c + fl) - N cos c 
cos (« • 0) - N sin £ 
which can be Integrated to give 
d« (33) 
B.B      cos (c + 0) - N sine 1 -2NecosOL R_B°tr  °os~ J e   J 
l+2NsinO 
(5t) 
Equation (31)  now becomes 
oos  (c  + fl)  - N sine   = 0 (35) 
for which the solution is 
c = aro tan (cos Q \ 
N + sin Q/ (36) 
The angle at which the pursuit path and target path 
meet is, from equation (32) and (36), 
V 
T - aro tan 
2N + (N2 + 1) sin Ci 
(K2 - 1) cos ß 
-*~^m 
(37) 
I 
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provided that    (1 + N sinß)   > 0.     Differentiating equa- 
tion (39)  with respect  to     c    and simplifying gives 
de        NR 
(40) 
from which, if ß > 0, the slope of the curve representing 
the rate of curvature is seen to be negative for all 
values of t    in the range 
0 £ c £ arc tan (cos 0  \ 
V  + sin Q/ 
The maximum rate of curvature is therefore at the initial 
point of the pursuit path and continuously decreases to 
aero as R—>0.  The maximum value can be reduced by 
launching the missile so that it leads the target. 
If    N sin Q +  1 = 0    or    sin Cl - -± 
N 
quadrant)  equation (39)   reduces  to 
(ß    in fourth 
t,      2V N/N2  -  1    Zt/JsP-l 
K.  =  ——————  Q 
^«0 
<ia) 
which is always finite for values of N > 1. In this 
case the greatest rate of curvature occurs at the end of 
the pursuit path but as N increases, the terms 
V^r-l/N2  and z//^-  - 1,  the final value of  c and, 
consequently, the rate of curvature at any point along 
the oath all decrease. 
If (N sin ft + 1) < 0,  the rate of curvature is 
infinite at the end of the path but, as in the case of 
normal pursuit and constant navigation, the point at 
which a given rate of curvature occurs moves toward the 
f 
j?**V" 
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FK 
path line of the target as N increases. If N is 
sufficiently large the missile will be near enough to 
the target before a specified rate of turning is required 
to be considered to have hit the target; thus, for any 
fixed values of RQ and fl, the path obtained from 2:1 
proportional navigation is seen to improve as N 
increases. 
Differential-analyzer solutions.- Some of the results 
of differential-analyzer solutions of the differential 
equations for porportional navigation, plotted in the 
same nondimensional form as those for normal pursuit and 
constant navigation, are presented in figures 11 to 13» 
Some of the curves in these figures, especially those 
for which the rate of change in curvature becomes great, 
do not extend to the path line of the target because, 
during the solution of the equations, one part of the 
operation of the differential analyzer machine was con- 
trolled manually,  tyfcen the rate of change in curvature 
became high, operation of this control became difficult 
and in extreme cases, impossible.  The portion of the 
curves shown should be correct to within ±5 percent. 
of flight paths and corresponding rates 
Cl -  0" and for particular values of N 
Comparisons j 
of curvature for 
and n are shown in figure 11(a).  Figure 12 shows cor- 
responding curves for u - -k.50    and figure 13 shows a 
comparison of flight paths and the corresponding rates 
of curvature for Q=0°,  N = 2 and different values 
of the proportionality factor n.  These figures show 
clearly the favorable effect on the curvature of 
increasing the value of N. 
In figure 13 the greatest initial rate of curvature 
corresponds to the greatest rate of navigation but the 
greater the rate of navigation, the faster the rate of 
curvature beyond the initial point approaches zero.  If 
the rate of navigation were made infinite, the rate of 
curvature would be infinite for the first instant of 
time and would be zero thereafter. 
Theoretically, the curvature corresoonding to any 
rate of proportional navigation can be made zero at all 
joints along the path if the missile is made to lead the 
target by an angle 
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•• *t     k   1 .-.... - •   •   ; • 
In actual^p^actl'ce • this.angle- might be  approximated and 
the  curvature at  all .point's  along  the path made very 
small; par:tl;cüiarly for small  rates of navigation. 
In vieyr of the- small range of values  of    N    that 
were found':to.;yi'eld finite  rates of curvature  for normal 
pursuit .arid!" 'const ant navigation it appears  that pro- 
portional-nWigati on is by far the best of the methods 
considered'-for Installing  a target seeker in a missile. 
. " '  '   •'.      ' .Linerof-Sight  Navigation 
Equation of llne-of-slg'ht' path.-  Although line-of- 
' sight navigation- applies   to cases  where the missile is 
Veept either between a moving control  station and the 
target of' a stationary control station and the  target, 
the. later-case, is  considered in this discussion. 
.;-deferring- to  figure  l('.e)   the  initial position of the 
missile' arid'-.the  control station.are  assumed  to be  at  the 
origin of ".the  cartesian coordinate  system and the  target 
is* assumed, to -travel in a positive direction along the 
line    x = a.:   -I.f/equal  expressions  of time  are equated the 
differential equation'. 
;v, s:,,..?*j^ = ./i + (&) 
.     .••.•:>.^,.;/v;ta      V vix/ 
<te) \ »- 
is obt'M';h;eJd:-.aiiä;i; -from- the  similarity of triangles deter- 
mined b^':^^\ip!pii:n-ts.';-. (0;0),   (a,0),     (a,yT)     and     (0,0), (x,0)-,'l-x^yr)v-. t>i*e--relation V. 
»•     •• \ •. 
r^S;--7T^;=:^ <">»n>i 
:'•:•• i  
(Ii3) 
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is obtained.  Eliminating y„ from aquations (UZ) 
and (I4.3) gives the differential equation of the path in 
Cartesian coordinates« 
NRQ COB 0 (Px - y) = Tp-y/l  + P2 (1+U) 
where 
dx 
Equation (I4I1.) cannot be integrated by simple methods 
but can be reduced to a function of elliptic integrals, 
so that it can be evaluated with the aid of tables or 
can be reduced to a simple parametric form for numerical 
evaluation.  Both reductions follow. 
After differentiating equation (i4.i1.) with respect 
to x and simplifying, the results can be written as 
§£    Px     RR0 coa " 
dP + 2(1 + P2)  20. + P* 
(U5) 
which can be reduced to the quadrature 
Substituting 
fcrr? = ^ cos 
Jprt vVi • P
2 
P « 
sin 6 AI cosc8 
cos*- 8 
(U6) 
(1*7) 
V* 
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Into equation (lj.6) and simplifying gives 
x = NRQ 008 Q f sin 9 v^ + oos29 
- y/S cos  0 /     i/l - - sin28 d8 
+ cos 8  P
e     d9    \ 
^ Jeo ^i - I smV 
(US) 
Equation (l;.8) expresses the value of x as a function of 
elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. The 
corresponding value of y can be obtained from equa- 
tions (hi:),   (U7), and (kB). 
Solving equations (hh)  and (^6) for x and y in 
terms of integral functions of p gives 
^  _ NRr, cos Q fP  ^ 
y = Px - 
NRQ COS 
(k9) 
These expressions oan be evaluated by numerical methods 
to yield the coordinates of the path. 
4*V 
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Pate of curvature.- The rate of curvature as a 
function of P Is 
I 
K * 2V 
V NRQ COS Ci/ 
(50) 
where ?Q  has the same sign as 0.  The rate of curvature 
is dependent upon the inverse value of N and the inverse 
value of Pg cos Q = a.  More favorable paths would there- 
fore be obtained for larger values of Ci > 0    and for 
larger values of N.  An infinite rate of curvature requires 
that 
Px 
NRQ COS 0 
= vf + pc 
or 
x 
Na -/ "* 
(5D 
The value of the right-hand side of equation (5D is 
always greater than unity and in the left-hand side, 
as x ranges from 0 to  a,  the value of x/Na ranges 
from 0 to  1/N.  Hence, for values of N > 1 the value 
of x/wa is always less than unity end equation (5D is 
not valid.  The curvature is therefore finite if N > 1 
and RQ f  0. 
Illustrative examples.- Figure llj. presents line-of- 
sight paths and the corresponding rates of curvature for 
0 = -ij.50»  0 ,  and b.50.  The coordinates of the pursuit 
paths hsve been divided by Na and rates of curvature 
have been converted to degrees and multiplied by Na so 
that they are of a nondimensional nature.  They can be 
used to derive paths corresponding to the values of fl = 0° 
and ±i'5° for any values of N and a. 
I 
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EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP 
It will be recalled that in all of the pursuit 
paths  that have  been discussed no  allowance has been 
made for aerodynamic forces that would act on a missile 
If It  attempted to fly any of  the derived paths,     in 
the case of  an aircraft  that makes turns  by banking,  the 
principal factor arising from aerodynamic  forces is  an 
increase in angle of attack required to compensate  for 
the loss in lift due to banking.     With a target-seeking 
missile»  as   the  angle of  bank and  corresponding angle  of 
attack are increased,   the  axis of the  field of view of 
the   target  seeker will point   above  and ahead of the  target. 
The   target seeker will therefore give  signals  for nosing 
down and turning back  toward the  target.     Consequently, 
the missile will never get  into   the  exact  attitude  for 
making the required turn but will continue,  for the greater 
part of its  course,   along  a Dath of less   curvature  than 
the theoretical path. 
While  the missile  is  in a banked attitude  and  at  an 
insufficient   angle of attack to  give  the  required lift, 
a slight amount  of  inward  sideslip will  result.     This 
factor,  however,  may ^en^rall.v  bo  considered nojLigibla 
compared with  the  outward deviation flrom the theoretical path. 
If  the missile  is designed to make horizontal  turns 
without banking,   the important  factor arising from 
dynamic  forces  is  that  of positive sideslip or skidding 
which again tends   to decrease   the curvature  of the  path. 
When either the effect of an Increase  in angle of 
attack due   to   turning  or the effect of  skidding due   to 
turning  is properly taken into  account,   the   analytical 
expressions for  the  flight path generally become unwieldy 
and  step-by-step methods must be employed  to obtain the 
coordinates of  the path.     Because of  this difficulty the 
normal-pursuit   and  constant-navigation paths   that have 
finite  rates of curvature  can,  by proper choice,  be used 
to  best  advantage  by considering them as  boundaries of 
actual  two-dimensional paths that might  be obtained by 
constant navigation.     For example,   suppose   that,  for a 
given missile  with the  target seeker fixed for normal 
pursuit,  it  is known that    1 <  N < 2    and,   at the point 
of maximum  curvature of  the path,   the   angle  between the 
theoretical and actual direction of  the   axis  of the 
• „-j^w.sap*^'"*^ Jtw* 
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target seeker is  ßmax« If the target seeker is then 
rearranged for constant navigation with a = Pmax# a 
reasonable assumption is that the actual path will be 
between the normal pursuit path and the path obtained by 
constant navigation with o = Pmax.  In fact, the actual 
path would be expected to be near the constant-navigation 
path at the beginning of the course, to approach the 
normal pursuit path at the point of maximum curvature, 
and then to approach the constant navigation path toward 
the end of the pursuit.  Thus, if tail chases are to be 
avoided, the point of maximum curvature should be near 
the beginning of the course so that the missile would 
have time to recover from maximum deviation from the 
theoretical path or the value of o    should be made so 
large that the path never approaches a normal pursuit 
path. 
In the case of proportional navigation for n ^ 2 
and for values of Q    in the range that cause the 
maximum curvature to occur at the initial point of the 
pursuit path, the effect of increased angle of attack or 
of sideslip can be made insignificant by launching the 
missile so that it leads the target by the proper amount. 
In the case of normal pursuit for N > 2, constant 
navigation for A > 2 and proportional navigation for 
n £ 2 and values of fi that give infinite curvature at 
the end of the pursuit path, if N is made large enough 
to require little turning before the missile is very 
near the target, effects of angle of attack and sideslip 
are negligible. 
with line-of-sight navigation, the target seeker is 
not mounted in the missile.  The orientation of the missile 
is therefore not necessarily a factor in determining the 
navigation. In other words the path of the missile is 
unaffected by angle of attack or sideslip for this case. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A discussion was given of four possible methods of 
using a target seeker to make a missile pursue a moving 
target, namely, normal pursuit, constant navigation, 
proportional navigation, and line-of-sight navigation. 
The following conclusions are drawn from the results: 
C
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1. Normal pursuit.- Normal pursuit paths with finite 
curvatures are obtained only when the ratio N of the 
velocity of the missile to that of the target is in the 
range  1 < N £ 2.  For given values of N and the initial 
angular position fi of the target, the curvature at any 
point of the path is inversely proportional to the initial 
distance RQ between the missile and the target.  For 
given values of FQ and N the path improves as Q 
increases from the smallest value it can have to the 
largest value it can have (-— < 0< -V  Regardless of 
the values of N,  RQ,  and 0 the path ends up tangent 
to the path of the target. 
For values o 
of the curvature 
value correspondi 
maximum curvature 
effect of increas 
orevent the mlssl 
thereby cause it 
make the turn it 
where it is most 
of the target. 
f N in the range 1 < N < 2 the value 
is zero when F = 0 and has a maximum 
ng to some value of  R / RQ.  If the 
occurs near the end of the pursuit the 
ed angle of attack or of sideslip might 
le from making the prescribed turn and 
to miss the target.  If the missile does 
will end its pursuit in a tail chase 
vulnerable to destruction by crewmen 
For values of N > 2  the curvature is infinite 
when R = 0.  Tf N is made large enough, pursuit paths 
are obtained that have very little curvature until the 
missile is so near the target that it can be considered 
to have hit the target.  'J"ith such a path tail chases are 
avoided and effects^of increased angle of attack or of 
sideslip are insignificant. 
2. Constant navigation.- Pursuit paths obtained 
from constant navigation have finite curvature only if 
N cos o  
the value of A ~     .- , where o is the constant ^/T77 sin2 a 
angle  of  lead,   is   in the range     1 <  A < 2    and    N < 2. 
For given values of    N,    ft,     and    a    the  value  of the 
curvature  at  any point along the path is  generally 
inversely proportional to    RQ.     If the relation between   N, 
ft,     and    o    is  such that    ft = ±(90 - E),  straight-line 
oaths  are  obtained. 
For values of    A    in the  range    1 < A < 2    the value 
of the curvature is  zero when    R = 0    and has  a maximum 
,.*,,    ,!•  
.-J6!«-'r':t'**i.iü 
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value corresponding to some value of R ^ FQ.  The effect 
of increased angle of attack or of sideslip is the same as 
for normal pursuit.  Tail chases might occur if a   is small. 
For values of A > 2 the curvature is infinite when 
R = 0 but,if A is made large enough, pursuit paths are 
obtained that have very little curvature before the missile 
is near enough the target that it can be considered to have 
hit the target.  Tail chases are avoided by such a path and 
the effect of increased angle of attack or of sidesiip are 
insignificant. 
3. Proportional navigation.- Proportional navigation 
appears to be by far the best of the methods considered 
for using a target seeker installed in a missile.  With a 
2:1 rate of navigation pursuit paths with finite curvature 
are obtained where (K sin 0 +1) ^ 0.  For given values of N 
and n the curvature is inversely proportional to RQ.  For 
given values of RQ and ß the paths Improve as N increases. 
For rates of navigation higher than 2:1 the paths 
improve as N increases.  The maximum curvature generally 
occurs at the initial point of the pursuit path and can 
be reduced by launching the missile so that it slightly 
learls the target.  Higher rates of navigation may have 
adverse effects on the stability of the missile, other- 
wise they give better oaths. 
Tall chases are not encountered for any value of 
N > 1 and the effect of increased angle of attack or of 
sideslip is not significant so long as the curvature is 
reasonably small. 
I4.. Line-of-slght navigation.- The curvature of line- 
of-sight paths is generally finite.  It is dependent 
upon N, RQ»  and Q and is more favorable for larger 
values of fi > 0, and for larger values of N.  Angle 
of attach and sideslip have no effect on the path because 
the target seeker is not mounted in the missile. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va.. 
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